
  



FB Ad Templates For Digital Offers 

 

You’re about to discover how some of the highest converting Facebook ads 
were implemented, be it by brand or individual for digital products and 
webinars. These ads have been proven to generate 6 – 7 Figure or more in 
sales.  
 

These Facebook Ads have been chosen because they are some of the 

highest converting ads and have been proven to generate 6-7 figure or 

more in sales. These are ads by professional who’s been in the digital 

product and webinar scene for many years. 

 

When it comes to digital products and webinars, it can be a huge concern 

for any business owner, that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t do it. Instead of 

trying and failing with creating a successful Facebook ad for your product, 

these templates will guide you to creating your own Ad. 

  



Ad Templates #1: 

 

 

 

  

A Headline that introduces the 

digital offer. 

A list of benefits that the digital 

offer gives. 

A simple picture that states what 

the video training is about and 

emphasizes on that its free. 



Ad Templates #2: 

 

A catchy Headline that introduces 

the content of this Ad. 

Using emoji like ☑ and so on is 

a good thing but remember 

not to put too many emoji 

preferably less than 10 emojis. 

In this Ad, to showcase the 

digital product, a list is shown 

and this is good because it gives 

a sneak peek into the product. 



 

 

  

You don’t have to do a 

complicated video, even a simple 

5-10 seconds looped video like this 

is good enough 

In this part, the button, headline 

and sub headline are very 

important as this is where your 

customers/clients will interact with 

your ad 



Ad Templates #3: 

 

Start with an eye grabbing 

headline. 

This post has less than 10 

emojis which is a good 

number to have and a list of 

what’s in the product 

A catchy picture to both 

explains the product and 

the offer. Another thing is 

the text mustn’t exceed 

20% in a picture. To check 

use this tool. 

https://www.facebook.com/ads/t

ools/text_overlay 

 

https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay


Ad Templates #4: 

 

  

Start with a negative 

Headline, in this case it’s 

about the unreliable 

methods. 

Insert links in the middle of 

the post so it’s not 

necessary to go all the way 

to the bottom of the post. 



Ad Templates #5: 

 

Use an eye-catching picture 

even if it’s not directly 

related but as long as it 

doesn’t contradict the 

webinar or product. 


